I. INTRODUCTION

Control Flow Checking (CFC) techniques were proposed to provide efficient protection from soft errors. The main idea is that most soft errors will eventually manifest as errors in the sequence of instruction execution. Therefore, just by making sure that the sequence of instructions executed (or the control flow of the program) is correct, then significant protection can be achieved. Note that a CFC technique by itself does not provide any protection – it merely provides the capability of detecting errors. Combined with a scheme to recover from errors (e.g., restart from the beginning; or in the case of regularly created checkpoints, continue from the last checkpoint when an error is detected), CFC techniques can provide protection from soft errors. In this paper, since we are interested in estimating the protection achieved by CFC techniques, we assume that there is some (but it does not matter which one) scheme to recover from the control flow error detected.

The arsenal of control flow based soft error protection techniques span across design layers from hardware [3, 6, 9], software [1, 8, 11, 13], and hardware-software hybrid techniques [4, 10, 14]. CFC techniques are attractive since they can often be implemented with much less overhead (as compared to full scale redundancy) and arguably provide a decent error coverage. Papers proposing CFC techniques perform fault injection tests and conclude that their technique is quite effective in combating soft errors.

In this work, we use the metric of Vulnerability [7] to quantitatively estimate the protection achieved by existing Control Flow Checking techniques. A bit is vulnerable in a certain cycle of execution, if a fault in it may cause a wrong result, otherwise, it is not vulnerable. Adding up the number of vulnerable bits in each cycle of the execution of a program, gives us the quantitative estimate of vulnerability of program execution implies that the program execution is more susceptible to soft errors. The metric of vulnerability is more comprehensive, and does not require detailed computation-intensive fault injection experiments. In fact, the vulnerability of a program execution can be estimated in a single simulation run by tracking the events on each bit of the processor, and counting the number of vulnerable bits.

We estimate the vulnerability before and after the application of several CFC techniques. The basic idea is to analyze each vulnerable bit, cycle > in the original execution, and determine the control flow errors that it can cause. If any of the generated control flow error can be detected by the CFC, then the < bit, cycle > is deemed to be not vulnerable in the presence of CFC.

Our results reveal that existing CFC techniques not only do not protect execution from soft errors, but in fact incur additional power and performance overheads. In particular, software only CFC protection schemes (CFCSS [8], CFCSs+NA [2], CEDA [11]) increase system vulnerability by 18% to 21% with 17% to 38% performance overhead. Hybrid CFC protection (CFEDC [4]) increases vulnerability by 5%. Even though the vulnerability remains almost the same for hardware-only CFC protection (CFCET [9]), they incur overheads of design cost, area, and power due to the hardware modifications required for their implementation.
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